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Direction
“All we have to decide is what to do with the
time that is given to us.” ― J.R.R. Tolkien
As you pass through the portal into this body
of work we encourage you to think about your
own life and livelihood, land and landscape.
What are you passionate about?
How can you apply Permaculture Design,
Cultural Emergence and the Design Web to
what you are passionate about?
This book is a game that can be played a
thousand ways, its a gate or bridge for you
into a deeper level of your life. Being a
conscious designer of your world is the key to
unlocking possibilities and manifesting your
highest vision for what you want to do and
where you want to do it. Consider this an
opportunity to adventure deeper into your
world and take your practice to the next level.
This book springs from a program with Looby
Macnamara and Peter Cow at Applewood in
Herefordshire, United Kingdom. This
transformational experience was both
empowering and evolutionary, giving those
lucky enough to attend a new lease on life and
the opportunity to think in a new way about
ourselves and what is possible with the time
we have here on this precious planet.

“The most important application of permaculture ethics and principles is to the self, through a process of self audit of our needs,
wants, dependencies, creative and productive outputs and byproducts of our very existence. Getting grounded in this way is the
start of a personal retro-fit or redesign process which does not require that we wait until we own land or are with the right crowd.
It helps to connect with like-minded people for ideas and inspiration in building skills and capacities” - David Holmgren
You can design your life in any way you choose. Those that care about the planet, its people and want to create a healthy future
may design part of their life in service, giving some of their precious energy back to the world from which it sprang.
What direction will you choose?
- Book Creator in Collaboration : Delvin Solkinson www.dewpermaculture.com/.

Applewood Training
Core Functions
Setting our Intentions
was the beginning of this incredible journey.
Design skills and practice
Self Care tools
Social and interpersonal tools
Observation, reflection and appreciation
Connecting with nature
Creativity and fun
Community building
Edge stretching and personal development
Empowerment and building confidence
Connecting with peoples lives
Group kindness and care
Collective Discovery
Becoming a cultural emergence activator
Facilitation Skills
Developing skills in a 1 to 1 work
Designing our personal regenerative livelihood
Collaborative development of
people and permaculture
What intentions do you have for designing the
life you are passionate about?

Art and Concepts by Looby Macnamara www.loobymacnamara.com

Adventures in Learning
“Wilderness is not a luxury but a necessity of
the human spirit”
- Edward Abbey
Driving through the endless country
backroads of Herefordshire, a pastoral
landscape of stone farmhouses, fields filled
with sheep and lined with hedgerows. The
landscape was timeless.
Beginning with a tour of the Applewood
Permaculture Centre, we explored the a
gardens, orchard, fields, pond, structures,
tents and a even met a herd of semi-wild
rams. As the group journeyed together we felt
a sense of kinship, not only with each other
but with this natural place. Taking time to
integrate and set intentions, we began by a
great ancient Oak tree, the perfect setting to
initiate the next level of our lives.
The journey has taken us deep into ourselves
and deep into our connection with others.
Being cloistered at Applewood, living and
learning, eating and sleeping, doing chores
and taking care of practical matters included
attention on group dynamics and
interpersonal relationships.

Thanks to permaculture visionary Olly Boon www.therootsproject.com for most of the photos in this folio.

Our class received a toolkit of methods,
principles, strategies and techniques for
teaching, learning, mentoring, coaching,
consulting and designing. Each of these were
integrated, discussed and explored. Visiting
our edges, the group went through many
challenging initiations into using song, dance,
games and creative facilitation techniques
designed to inspire emergent learning
moments.
One technique regularly used was ‘teaching
through questioning’, a process oﬀering core
concepts that lead into a group brainstorm,
supporting the students to understand and
apply the concepts. Breakout sessions were
common, where dyads or triads of
participants had interactive discussions to
unpack and integrate concepts, reporting
highlights back to the full group.
Visualizations, reflective writing and council
style ‘go-rounds’ created an environment
which was totally inclusive and alive.
Spending time by the ancient Grandmother
Oak, our living classroom was filled with bird
calls and squirrel chatter. We learned with
countless plants including a heritage orchard
of many diﬀerent kinds of apples. Eating
autumn harvests from the garden, we
considered our own diet and how to design
this key part of our regenerative lifestyles.

Eating from the garden, sleeping in beautiful
stone buildings and doing morning stretches
with the sunbeams, surrounded by trees laden
with fruit, we were in permie paradise. Bird
song was our soundtrack and from time to
time we caught a glimpse of the elusive
Hebridean Sheep that helped maintain the old
fields of Applewood and its Waterloo Farm.
Stepping outside of the patterns of our
everyday experiences, this course was a reset
for our lives and livelihoods, giving us a new
perspective of what was possible.
The course at Applewood was inspiring
beyond words, valuable beyond measure and
practical in ways that none of us might have
anticipated.
Highest recommendations go to taking a
adventure to Applewood yourself for one of
the many workshops, classes, workdays and
oﬀerings there. It is sure to uplift your spirit
and inspire your passion.
How could you manifest a learning adventure
to go on an Applewood course?

“Permaculture is one part magic, one part common sense, one part design” - Looby Macnamara

Design Upgrades
Our adventures in learning took us through many modalities and methodologies, principles and protocols, strategies and
techniques. The focus was on teaching and mentoring those around us while learning how to learn and be mentored ourselves.
What follows is some core concepts from the program we took, followed by a look at three of Looby Macnamara’s visionary
processes : The Design Web, Cultural Emergence and 7 Ways to Think Differently.

Design Cycle
To support your process of designing, the
Permaculture Association Diploma Guidebook
includes this design cycle:
Planning
- Choose projects that will help you learn and
reinforce your motivation. Identify design
ideas that will benefit your community.
Doing
- Carry out the design process (survey,
analyze, design, implement and maintain)
- Record the design process
- Think how you’ll monitor the progress of
each project, build this into the survey and
design stages
Observing
- Observe, monitor and evaluate
- Consider keeping systematic records for
long-term projects
Reflecting
- Ask critical questions about design, practical
work and whole learning process.

Competency Cycle
Looby Macnamara shared about the
successionally process of competency
Stage 1 : Unconscious Incompetence
(Blissful Ignorance)
Don’t know what is needed or how to learn it.
Inspire, motivate and learn from role models.
Stage 2 : Conscious Incompetence
(The Door Opens)
Know what to learn but not yet learned it.
Organize learning into manageable chunks.
Stage 3 : Conscious Competence
(Awkward Know How)
Learned something and starting to apply it.
Practice and repetition.
Stage 4 : Unconscious Competence
(Second Nature)
Don’t need to concentrate to do something.
Can Multitask.
Share feedback and mentorship.
Stage 5 : Reflective Competence
(Wise Owl)
Can see the pathway of the previous four
stages and guide others to Stage 4.
Can innovate and vision new ways of applying
or teaching the learning.

The Design Web is the brilliant synthesis of permaculture principles and strategies into a design method by Looby Macnamara.

Vision
- Dream and create goals
- Being visionary
Helps
- Identify resources
- Being helpful
Limits
- Identify what might block your path
- Reframing limits (eg. I am so busy becomes - I am so productive)
- Being aware
Patterns
- Identify beneficial and harmful patterns
- Transformation is about pattern disruption
How do you create a culture where that is
invited?
You must let go of old stories in order to step
into a new culture.
- Being pattern literate
- Aware of metaphors and use of storytelling
Ideas
- Identify inspirations
- Being inspired and creative

Action
- Make a plan for getting things done
- Being an actionary
Momentum
- Consider how to keep it going
- Being a mover
Appreciation
- Focus on things to be thankful for
How can you bring in the gratitude ?
- Build connections and meet our needs
- Develop a culture of appreciation in gratitude
- Being appreciative
Reflection
- Evaluate progress
- Being reflective
Pause
- Incorporate time for rest and rejuvenation
- Restoring and restful activities
- Self Care
- Being still and recharged

Principles - Look through the lens of the principles - Being guided

Integration
- Bring it all together
- What are your main functions of your
design?
- What are the systems to put in place for this?
- How are key functions supported by all the
other anchor points?
- Revisit other anchor points through looking
at integration, brings you back to all anchor
points
- Anchor in what you want to do and how you
are going to do it
- Being decisive
Can you use the Design Web to evaluate a
design for your passion? What can you learn
from this process?

Beautiful Permaculture Art by Lucy Walton

Integrating the
Design Web
One of the core functions of the design web is
the process of manifestation
which includes surfacing gifts, skills,
opportunities.
With manifestation, often things happen that
you are not aware of, leave space for the
emergence of the new unexpected
manifestations.
This is about forging a connection between
different dimensions of the design.
Creating an
awareness of where you are,
awareness of where you want to be,
identifying the steps in between.
The goal is to glean these gems :
What are you actually trying to achieve with
the design?
What are the core functions
core needs, core intentions of the design?
What systems can be put in place to fulfill
these functions, needs and intentions?
Always try go to the highest generalization
look at the core functions, needs and
intentions at a pattern level
by asking “Why?” until there is no answer
Change the language of the core function
so it moves from being a noun to a verb, this
may involve increasing or decreasing
something.

Unlocking the
Design Web
Each anchor point opens up and unlocks the
design up a bit more.
Identify a gem or core insight from each of
the anchor points.
The design web gems fit together into a
many faceted gem
which is the core integration anchor point.
Glean from each of the anchor points
already covered.
Can you identify a core lesson, word or
concept from each of the anchor points that
reflects and informs your own life design or
passionate project?
Appreciation - core gratitude
Reflection - core journey
Pause - core recharge
Vision - core goal
Helps - core support
Limits - core challenge and core reframe
Patterns - core helpful pattern
Ideas - core inspiration
Principles - core principle
Action - core move
Momentum - core boost

Mentorship
“Do not get caught in needing to know all the
details and context of what someone is
saying. As a coach you don’t need to
understand all of that. Just to look for the
worms (important insights) and the energy. At
the end, ask people to repeat a take home
insight that they can consider while leaving.
This could be just one sentence or phrase.
Slow down and do short shares.
Be clear about timing and structure.
Stick to the patterns and don’t go down rabbit
holes of detail.
Repeat key things.
Allow participants to move around.
Note and support when emotion rises.
Find key limits.
Look for self-aﬃrmations.
Notice when energy shifts.
The key is how to identify unlocks by seeing
or feeling a shift in energy.
Important to identify, write down, go deeper
into and reiterate all key unlocks at the end.
How can we create an ecology of mentorship
support:
to overcome our limiting beliefs
to see our vision and move forward with it
to invite people in to mentor us
to mentor each other
to overcome fears and support each other to
shine out and bring our gifts to the world”
- Looby Macnamara

Do’s and Don’ts of
Mentorship
This list was created with the group at the Advanced
Program at Applewood in 2017.
- do allow space for silence
- don’t shame
- do give small doses of your own story
- don’t finish peoples sentences
- do check in with yourself before advising others
- don’t snicker
- do use humour
- don’t be impatient
- do follow the other persons energy and go off script
- do allow time for your questioning and challenging to
take root
- do set a few rules like the timing
- don’t rush
- do build trust especially before challenging
participants
- do offer opportunities for accountability and follow up
- do start well, end well and be clear
- do ask participants to repeat important phrases and
reframes
- do repeat or summarize at the end
- do pay attention to your body and physical reactions

Cultural Emergence
“Cultural Emergence looks at how we transform our global civilization into a culture of connection, care and appreciation. It’s
about how we can transcend cultural norms that are causing so much destruction around the world, both in our social systems
and in our political systems. Things come together and create emergent properties like the ingredients of the cake, it’s the bit of
baking powder that transforms it into something really delicious. Central to understanding cultural emergence is noticing that
something quite small can have this significant eﬀect. A guiding principle is : Allow for the Possibility of the Seemingly
Impossible. Any moment someone can come along and be that baking powder in the cake that can uplift the situation, raise the
vibration, and transform it so something new arises that wasn’t there before.”

Plan then Flow
“At the moment we are in a cultural emerge-ncy. There is destruction, degradation, social and environmental problems all around
us. We need to find those magic ingredients to transform this situation. It might seem really impossible to imagine how are we
going to come out of this situation as a species. Solutions can come at any moment and transform things profoundly. We have to
allow for the possibility that it can happen and will happen. This is the vision that can pull us forward, allowing for conditions to
create the cultural emergence that is so needed on the planet. This is what inspires me and gives me hope.
Another principle of cultural emergence is : Plan and then Flow. We need to put plans in place, have intentions and anchor
commitments in order to give our attention to what we would like to happen. Once this is done we can allow for emergence and
flow with the direction that life is takes. By directing our attention and intention while remaining flexible, we can manifest anything
we want to.” - Looby Macnamara

Permaculture Centre
“At Applewood Permaculture Centre we have a culture of innovation and responsibility. When people come here they can connect with each other while
moving through the landscape. Designs done here are real, they're constantly evolving and being tweaked by each new group that visit at different times of
year. Applewood is a living learning design in place. Here people get a sense of how to make permaculture real in their lives. Our step-by-step design
process responds to the individual needs of the land and group of people that live there.
Applewood has had quite a lot going already in the past year. We focused on growing our greens, salads and fruit. We started simple, getting a few crops
growing really well and then will expand, working out from small well-managed areas. Between the classroom and the farmhouse there's huge growing
space bursting with marrows, greens and herbs. So far it’s been a very successful design and we will continue to add extra elements, making it an
increasingly functional and beautiful space.”
- Looby Macnamara

Applewood Permaculture interviews with Looby led to this article in CoSM Journal of Visionary Culture www.cosm.org/journal

Journey
“People on a journey, wanting to share their gifts with the world as facilitators, can support other people on their journeys. A
mentorship training is a great opportunity to learn from people with some experience, connecting with others that are on the
same journey. A peer-to-peer connection network is developed along with tools and sharing from the facilitators and the
participants.
Culture design is about finding ways to understand how we as human beings interact, share and live our lives. What are the
repeating patterns that happen? Are those patterns there to support us, bringing out our genius? How can we bring other
patterns that support us more? How can we be bring in things like gratitude, mentoring and asking good questions of each other?
This can help us to grow as human beings and create a culture that supports other people.”

Culture Design
“Culture is happening around us all the time.
Everything we do affects culture. We
unconsciously practice culture designing all
the time with how we interact with our
children, partners and people on the streets.
How can these interactions be of more service
to ourselves and to others?
Culture design happens on many levels.
Changing the structure of a business or
organization can enable people to bring their
gifts and their power, supporting each other
more fully. Families and relationships can use
this to understand unconscious patterns that
keep repeating, making changes to support
them to be happier, healthier and more
connected with each other.”
- Peter Cow

Art : Autumn Skye
www.autumnskyemorrison.com

8 Shields
“I came across 8 shields in 2011 at the Art of Mentoring in Scotland. It really helped tie a lot of things together in my life. I've
always been really keen on music and singing, enjoyed nature connection and loved designing for people. The 8 shields provided
a key that fit together all these key parts of my life. I went through a big heart opening during the the Art of Mentoring course, a
powerful transformative week. This has been in my facilitation, teaching and training ever since. I see how to create a safe space
for people to arrive to, root down into and connect with each other in. These tools create energized, connected communities and
groups. The 8 Shields Institute, and the movements developed around it, is an encyclopedic gathering of cultural tools and ways
of understanding culture. How can we improve our culture, making what is connective more normal? How can we improve our
lives and make them happier? The 8 Shields is infused with understandings from indigenous wisdom that have been gathered
from many tribes around the world, bringing back beneficial cultural patterns and tools from traditional tribes to our culture.”
- Peter Cow

Culture Repair
“At its core, the 8 Shields Movement is a
culture repair project that creates pretty
awesome human beings that are shining out
with happiness, love and effectiveness in
connection. Coming into contact with these
kind of people shares a transmission, uplifting
others to live into their gifts and power while
understanding themselves deeper. This
inspires other people and becomes a normal
part of the culture.
National innovations of the 8 Shields Institute
group in the UK include running art of
mentoring camps, trainings and programs.
The 8 Shields works on many levels. It’s about
helping your local community to develop and
connect with itself. Individuals list their
blockages and come into their power.
Families support each other. Organizations
use these tools to bring out the best in their
employees and therefore the whole company.
It’s a toolkit and a way of understanding
connections. 8 Shields is about connecting to
ourselves, to other people, to the land and to
the creatures around us. How can we deepen
and support these connections?”
- Peter Cow
Art Autumn Skye autumnskyemorrison.com

Visionary Life
“I’m blessed to be steward at Applewood Cultural Center. What people grasp in an embodied way when they come to Applewood
is a sense of the Earth taking care of us. We are being held by Nature and able to connect with it very deeply. Through our
connection with nature, we can cultivate a deeper connection with ourselves. Group processes during courses at Applewood
create a sense of community and connection. These connections create the conditions for Cultural Emergence in our own lives.
When people start paying attention to their own personal culture, changes happen around them in the bigger systems that they
are part of including their families, workplaces and communities. When people come to Applewood they can experience a deep
sense of relaxation, belonging and inspiration. Activating Cultural Emergence helps to connect deeply with nature, people and
ourselves in order to see new possibilities. Gaining momentum we can use the Design Web to work out ways in which we can
challenge, awaken, move, invigorate, nourish and empower ourselves. Through those processes we can make a flexible and
motivating design for ourselves. This can support us to direct how we build the cultures we want, transform our own lives and
manifest our ideal scenes.” - Looby Macnamara

Chris Evans
“What you can teach on the board or in a book is limited. When people can see and interact with someone on the ground, then it
becomes a diﬀerent level of learning. Teachers with the training to do a demonstration can teach how a system was made and
how it can be maintained. Demonstrating, training and providing resources are the three cornerstones of my work with
permaculture over the last 30 years. In Nepal the resources needed were physical stuﬀ like seeds and seedlings. In the west it's
much more also about support, mentoring, books and online resources. Giving people the chance to practice what they have
learned is important. Once people see a demonstration and do a training then they need the resources to be able to put the
learning into practice themselves. This is the way I teach.
The first stage of creating any design is extensive, deep observation. This is what we have been focussing on at Applewood for
the past year. Now we are coming into a second phase where we are observing with ideas for what we might do. We will begin
by fiddling around the edges and get the training infrastructure in to support the classes happening here.” - Chris Evans

Applewood Design
“Our design includes people flows and connections. We consider how to engage people before they come here, how they find out about the place and
why they decide to come here. When people are here, we look at how they experience and interact with the place. When they leave, we observe how they
maintain the connection to Applewood afterwards. Through these insights we come back and do more design. When you are looking at any land project
and want to create a learning demonstration site, look at the resources around you and consider how to connect it to people. The key is having a plan. 20
acres is a lot and traditional methods of management include using livestock and fire. Nowadays land is managed with big machinery. These methods are
not appropriate for us. This is certainly too much for our family to manage. We are looking at how this problem might turn into a solution. People can come
here to experience learning and share in developing skills while creating an abundantly planted forest gardens and other systems. There's always lots of
things for people to do and there's lots of people to do them. At Applewood we are making connections between the need and resources.” - Chris Evans

Thanks to Ben Tour www.thetourshow.com for the outstanding permaculture artwork.

A previous course at Applewood with Jon Young took place at Applewood a year earlier.

Epic Notes thanks to Lex Titterington www.lextitterington.co.uk

Epic gratitude to the true visionary Olly Boon www.therootsproject.com whose photos are a blessing.

Short videos filmed at Applewood on the Roots Project Youtube : www.youtube.com/channel/UCLb77vYZMgbpBcyTMl9eTuQ

Check these life changingly awesome books by Looby Macnamara www.loobymacnamara.com

During the program the Core Curriculum Notes were released www.dewpermaculture.com/core-curriculum-notes

Evening work sessions yielded cards sharing Core Concepts of Permaculture Design www.dewpermaculture.com/coreconceptscards1

7 Ways to
Think Differently Cards
Part of the Core Concepts Deck that came
directly from the Applewood Class was the
creation of a special set of cards. These are a
free download, please help share.
www.dewpermaculture.com/
7waystothinkdifferentlycards
Permaculturing our life and livelihood, land,
relationships and projects of passion can help
us to save time, energy and money while living
in deeper alignment with our values. This
visionary permaculture card deck can support
you to break through into the next level of
your life design. Inspired from the work of
visionary Looby Macnamara and her brilliant
synthesis of permaculture principles,
strategies and methods into 7 Ways to Think
Differently. Highest recommendation go to her
books, classes and many offerings to take
your life to the next level.
Source : Looby Macnamara
www.loobymacnamara.com
Envoy : Delvin Solkinson
www.dewpermaculture.com
Design : Sijay James
www.onbeyondmetamedia.com
Art : Rebecca Storch

Translated Edition
Also explore the different language editions.
www.dewpermaculture.com/
7waystothinktranslated
Epic thanks to the Translation Team :
French : Pauline Lemaire
www.paulinisatrice.be
Spanish : Vacio Cielo
www.chacopaix.wix.com/vaciocielo
Danish : Tonie Bjørneskov www.faeme.dk
Dutch : Barbara Scheltus
www.bogatasuma.eu
German : Maya Mahn www.wildwyrd.net
Italian : Jorge Barbosa facebook.com/
InLakEchPermacultura/
Hebrew : Ben Reiss www.vimeo.com/ibam
Serbian : Jelena Đurić www.permaculture.rs
Icelandic : Translation : Arnór Sveinsson &
Naia Louise www.thepranasanctuary.com
Greek : Eleana Tyradelli and Alexandros
Kostis
Romanian : Andrei Popescu
www.permaheart.ro
Portuguese : Jorge Barbosa facebook.com/
InLakEchPermacultura/
Permaculture people can contact us to
provide translations into new languages.

We loved using the Group Works Deck at Applewood www.groupworksdeck.org

Peter Cow
My present passion is Permaculture education
- I teach and convene Permaculture Design
Courses, Introductory Weekends and a variety
of specialist and advanced offerings, including
'People and Permaculture' courses, 8 Shields
inspired events and facilitator trainings. My
specialism is in People Permaculture researching and spreading the tools and
patterns of regenerative culture. I am also an
active designer, consultant and mentor in
both land-based and people-centred
permaculture, working for various projects,
individuals and community groups in the UK
and Europe.

www.livingincircles.com
www.facebook.com/petercow.uk

Looby Macnamara
Author of People and Permaculture, 7 Ways to
Think Differently and Strands of Infinity. People
and Permaculture translates the use of
permaculture principles and design for people
based systems, widening the definition of
permaculture and making it relevant and
accessible to all. She is creator of the Design
Web, a holistic design framework that has
been used thousands of times globally for all
sorts of personal and social designs. She has
been chair of the Permaculture Association
Britain and is a senior diploma tutor. She lives
on a 20 acre smallholding in Herefordshire,
where she runs an education and
demonstration centre - Applewood
Permaculture Centre. She is researching and
developing Cultural Emergence with other
visionaries and leaders including Jon Young,
Starhawk, Maddy Harland. Cultural
Emergence is a profoundly effective toolkit to
support personal and global shifts towards a
regenerative culture. and will be shared in her
forthcoming book Activating Cultural
Emergence.
www.LoobyMacnamara.com
www.facebook.com/looby.macnamara
www.facebook.com/Looby-MacnamaraPermaculture-445725798955897/

One of our heroes and massive influence is the awesome Maddy Harland www.permaculture.co.uk

During our program we were blessed to get the profound new book Fertile Edges by Maddy Harland.

Another Applewood Permaculture Pioneer is the incredible Aranya www.learnpermaculture.com

Sacred gratitude to our mentor and beautiful wisdom sharer Starhawk whose wonderful work can be seen at www.starhawk.org

Profound gratitude to our beloved mentor and teacher Rosemary Morrow www.bluemountainspermacultureinstitute.com.au

Delvin Solkinson
Delvin Solkinson is community gardener dedicated to bringing creativity to the permaculture movement by creating free open
source learning and teaching tools. He has completed a PDC, Diploma and Masters Degree with Bill Mollison and has done more
than 26 advanced courses and teacher trainings with Permaculture Pioneers across the planet. His 16 years experience in the
field including being taught and mentored by Rosemary Morrow, David Holmgren, Geoff Lawton, Patricia Michael, Robyn Francis,
the Bullock Brothers, Tom Ward, Jude Hobbs, Larry Santoyo, Scott Pittman, Michael Becker, Robin Wheeler, Starhawk, Looby
Macnamara, Robina McCurdy and Robin Clayfield. He is an accredited teacher through the Permaculture Research Institute
(Australia), Permaculture Association (UK) and a Field Mentor through the Permaculture Institute (USA). Currently he is doing
graduate work under the mentorship of Larry Santoyo and a nested Permaculture Diploma under the guidance of Looby
Macnamara. His work writing, editing and curating sections of this book is a core project on his learning path.

The source light and inspiration for this book comes from Grace www.gracejewels.com

Special thanks to the exceptional Kathleen O’Hara Farren www.theedgeschool.net for all the life she brings to our world and photos shared

Bright gratitude to the exceptional Lucy Walton for her creative and artful presence in the program.

Awesome thanks to Barbara Scheltus www.bogatasuma.eu for sharing so much inspiration including the photos on the next page.

Exceptional learning about Nature Connection from the amazing Maya Mahn www.wildwyrd.net

Awesome gratitude to creative contributions by Caroline Durieux.

Thanks to Amy Summit for the adventures and open magic.

Applewood Permaculture
Explore and link
Website www.applewoodcourses.com
Facebook www.facebook.com/ApplewoodPermacultureCentres
Newsletter, Nursery, Books, Courses, Design Support, Consulting and so much more at www.applewoodcourses.com
Looby Macnamara : www.loobymacnamara.com
Peter Cow : www.livingincircles.com
Every blessing of gratitude to all who supported this book, readers, contributors, editors, photographers and artists.

Outro
“New friends may be poems but old friends are alphabets.
Don't forget the alphabets because you will need them to read the poems."
- William Shakespeare
Learning adventures help regenerate life, passion and creativity. Pilgrimage to places of permaculture with gardens, farms,
animals, woodlands and wild forests. Pursue professional development by taking classes, courses and workshops including
those sharing practical hands on skills. Join Looby Macnamara, Chris Evans, Peter Cow, Jon Young and many others for an
extraordinary Applewood Permaculture Adventure.
Art by Autumn Skye www.autumnskyemorrison.com
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Epic thanks for the media magic from permaculture visionary
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Stunning artwork on Jon Young article
Li Lian Kolster www.liliankolster.com

Special songs to
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Artful class work thanks to Lucy Walton
Integration art (right side)

Amazing artwork on the Starhawk article
Android Jones www.androidjones.com
Delvish Portrait (right side)
Laura Borealisis
www.etsy.com/shop/lauraborealisis

Visionary Permaculture Art and Design
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Direction, Design Upgrades, Strategies, Design Web Logos,
Permaculture Design Core Concepts Cards, Looby
Macnamara, Ethics, Core Concepts Card Deck, 7 Ways to
Think Differently, Attitudes, Back Cover Logo
Soul level thanks to the conscious visionary art of
Autumn Skye Morrison www.autumnskyemorrison.com

Epic Illustrated Notes thanks to
Lex Titterington www.lextitterington.co.uk
Articles shown are from the
CoSM Journal of Visionary Culture
www.cosm.org/journal
And to all my friends, teachers, students and kin
I am profoundly grateful for your support on this path.

